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I. IN_EOEUC_ION
Ice is an insidious ene_. It attacks ca two flanks,
adding weight to the airplane and at the same time
ruining its aerodynamic shape, as ice accumulates,
more and more power is necessary to maintain speed and
altitude, and the pilot gradually finds himsqlf forced
to sacrifice first his speed and then bit by bit his
altitude in a desperate struggle to stay airborne [I].
_he effects cf ice growth cn the performanceof an
aircraft arg felt primarilythrough aerodynamicpenalties;
and and an increase in
a drastic reductionin C£MAX _STALL
drag. _he two classes of ice accretions,known as rime and
glaze, are formedunder differentflightconditions.Rime
ice is formed at low air temperaturesand low velocities.
The dropletsfreeze on impact and usually are found in
flightthrough clouds with low liquid water con%eut.
Figure I shows an example of a rime ice accretion with its
characteristic streamlined leading edge.
Glaze ice on the other hand is formed at temperatures
near the freezing mark and higher velocities. With this
type of ice growth, a phenomenon known as runback occurs.
Rather than freezing on impact, the water droplets travel
a short distance before freezing._he resultingshapes are
of the type shown in Figure 1, with the characteristic
horns. It is with glaze ice accretionsthat the greatest
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aerodynamiclosses are found, and it is this type of ice
that is the subject of this paper.
Classically,most of the work done in the study of
icing, particularlythat done by the H_CA in the 1950's,
was concernedwith mechanicalmeans cf preventingor
removing the ice, known as anti- or de-icing.However,
with the increasaim general a_iation aircraft with
smaller powerplantsand lighter weight, a mechanical
method of solving the ice problemis no longer acceptable.
Retro-fitti_gthe aircraft componentswith pneumatic£cots
or heating elements tend to increase%he aircraft's
weight, cost, and complexity.
A better approach would he to design the component
itself with characteristicsthat would reduce the chances
cf ice growth and the detrimental effects if growth does
occur. This process has been imves%iga%sdhy Bragg [2,3,4]
for rime accretionsbut .noattempt has been made for glaze
ice conditions.Gra( [5,6] derived an empirical formula
for predictingiced airfoil performancedegradationhut
the correlationhas not _een foumd to fit recent
experimentaldata ver_ bell.
_hen trying to develop a method for evaluatingthe
glaze ice problem, two _hases must be examined.The first,
a thermodynamicproblem,deals with the predictionof the
actual geometrycf the ice shape. The second is to
determinea scheme for analyzing the performancelosses
incurred once t_e geometrycf the ice has keen determined.
The study describedin this paper applies current
potentialflcw metbcds to this problem.The approach
discussed is no% a final solution1o the problem. Bather,
i% is intendedas a first step in developinga glaze ice
anal_sis method. Further investigationintc the properties
of the flowfieldin the regicn of %he ice accretionis
required before a complete scheme can he formulated.
II. SURVE_ CF £I_ERA_URE
Most of the early investigations into the icing
phenomenon were concerned with _e-icing. _he first cf
these efforts ,as the developmentof inflatablede-icing
boot_ _y the B.P. Goodrich Company in the 1930's.This
concept is still in wide use today. Befinezentshave
reduced the boot in its deflated form 1o the point that
its presence barely affects the geometry of the wing.
lh_ first majoz investigation into the icing
characteristics of various airfoils and the resultant
aerodynamic _enalties was performed by the HACA in the
1950's[5]. Informationwas gatheredon the 65A004,
63A009, 0011, 65-212, and 63-015 airfoils.However, few
correlationswere drawn between %he aerodynamicpenalties
incurred and the s_ape a_d locationof the ice accretion.
The first majoreffort 10 draw these correlationswas
by Verncn Gray [5,E] in the 1960'sat the Lewis Research
Center. Gray developedan empirical equation which relates
known icing conditions,ith change in drag coefficient.
The zajor testing was performedin the BASA _ewis 6' • 9'
Icing _esearchTunnel on th_ HACA 65A004 airfoil. _ wide
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range cf parameterswere examined, includingicing time,
airspeed,freestreamtemperature,liquidwatercontent,
cloud droplet impingement efficiency, angle of attack and
leading edge radius of curvature. However, the correlation
he developed from %his study does not readily p_edict
changes in lift coefficient and moment coefficient. An
interesting facet of GEay's correlation is the ability to
mathematically grow the ice at a given angle of attack and
then study the performance changes at another angle.
Recent data however has shown that even though Gray's
correlation reasonably predicts _Cd at the angle the ice
is grown, its accuracydropssignificantlywhen tbe
calculation is [e£formed at an_the_ angle cf attack.
Some interesting observations _y Zaschka a_d Jesse [7]
came from oYher investigations in the Lewis Icing _unnel.
_hey o£served that as the angle of attack is varied, sany
different ice shapes will b_ o_tained. Also the_ noted
that when the time of the icing _ncounter, t, is varied,
the ice height will be approximately proportional to the
value of t, while the impingement limits are time
indepezdent.
In order to begin quantifying the performance
degradation due to ice, a scheme bad to he d_velop_d which
could predict the flowfield about the irregular ice shape.
In I_68, Dvorak published a me%hod to predict the
development of turbulent boundary layers over rough
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surfaces[8]. _his approachis incorporatedin his
program, which wa_ investigatedin this pa_er.
In addition %o the roughnesseffecEs associatedwith
icing, is the existenceof a large separationhu_le in
the area of the ice shape, iittle research has been done
stud_ing these laminar separationbubbles. Host computer
programs,such as %he Eppler code [g], ,hen they predict
laminar separation,consider this simply a transition
point ketween laminar and turbulentboundary layers.
However VenkateswarLand aarsden [I0.]investigatedlaminar
separationkubhles that occur at 60-70_chord. _hey
developeda correlationto predict %he size and shape of
the laminar _ubhle. Also in 1976,Crimi and Reeves[11]
studied leading edge laminar separationbubbles and
developeda scheme %o predict %he onset of transitionin
the shear layer.
In the late 70ms and the present,icing researchhas
increased with %he work of Ingelman-Sundherg,Shaw, Bragg,
Gregorek and others. Ingelman-Sundhergand _runov [12]
publisheda join% report f_cm the Swedish-SovietSo_king
Grou_ cn Scientific-TechnicalCooperationin the Field of
Flight Safety. Plight test and icing wind tunnel studies
were performedand the concept of simulatedice was
developedas a means of investigatingthe aerodynamic
effects of ice growths.
Shaw [13], Pragg and Grego_ek [2.3,q] continued
investigation in t_e Lewis Icing Besearch _unnel in the
1980's. Extensive data were collected on the lift and drag
penalties of ic_ growths, rime and glaze ice accretions
were modelled using mahogany and pressure tapped so
detailed aerodynamic data could £e collected. This work
serves as the primary database for the analytical effort
to be presented i_ this paper.
Of particular importance to %be glaze ice analysis was
the work of Pfeiffer and Zumwalt _14] and HcLachlan and
Karancheti [15] who investigated the flowfield around
airfoils with highly deflected spoilers. Pfeiffer and
Zumwal% utilized a splitter plate arrangement to visualize
the separated zones created hy the spoiler.
Lastly, Bristow [16] has de,eloped an inviscid
computer program which allows for input cf mixed
analysis/design boundary conditioms. Pot example, %_e
input %0 the program can consist of an airfoil with its
geometry partially defined anda desired pressur_
distribution in the undefined region. The program will
then hold the input geometry fixed and design the
remaining portion cf the airfoil _asEd cn the input
pressures. _his program was par%icula=ly useful in %he
author's investigation of the separation zone associated
with glaze ice.
_his revie, of literature should give the reader a
clear picture of the deficiency of direct investigations
into the glaze ice problem. It is hoped that the study
reported here will spa.n continued efforts in this area. _
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III. POS£NTIAI FLOW THEORY AND PAN£LLI_G 8ETHODS
In order to analyze the performance degradation that
occurs due to glaze ice accretions, a method for
predicting the flcwfield and therefore the pressure
distrikution of the iced airfoil must he developed. As a
first step in accomplishing this task, current potential
flow computer programs were investigated. These potential
flow solutions are based on an incompressible, inviscid,
and irrotational fluid, for which the classical Navier-
Stokes Equation can be reduced to the Laplace _quation,
V2_ = 0 (i)
one scheme presently in use to solve this equation
involves the distribution of surface singularities on a
closed polygon which apFrcximates the airfoil contour.
This method is known as panelling. _xamples of computer
programs using this technique are; I) Smetana, _y _.
Smetana, D. Summey, N. Smith, and E. Carder [17]; 2)
Eppler, by B. Eppler and D. Somers [9]; 3) Dvorak, hy F.
A. Dvorak and F. A. Woodward[_]; and 4) Bristow, Ey D. R.
Bristow [16]. Thq potential flow method of each of these
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programs will be discussedin this chapter.
Smetana
_he Smetana program apFroximates the airfoil geometry
by a closed polygon. VorticEs are placed cn the perimeter
of the polygon (Figure 2). _he velocit] _otential for each
of the_e vortices can he expressed b_:
q_= r tan-I Y-Yo (2)
Iz_ X-Xo
where r is the vortex strength and (Xo,Yo) is the location
of the center of the vortex. _his potential satisfies
Laplace's Eguation, which is linear and therefore the sum
of any number of these Fotentials also .ill k_ a solution.
The corresponding velocit] expressions can he o_tained by
differentiation of the potential:
u = _b = -r Y-Yo
_--_ _-_ (X-Xo) L+(y-yo) _
(3)
v = _¢ = r X-Xo
_-Y 2-7(X-Xo)_+(Y'Yo)z
The contrib.u%ionsof eac.hvortex to the net velocityat a
point iX,Y)can then be treated separatelyand sua=ed.
Therefore,the net Telocit_ components,-uand _, are:
i0
u =-i (Y-YoN) FN
_-_ (X_XoN) z+ (y_YoN) 2
N=I
(4)
K
v = i _-- (X-XoN)_r
_-_ +_y_YON) 2(X-XoN)
N=I
.here K is the %oral number of vorticesand (Xo,lo)is the
location of the center of the _tb vortex.
_h_ boundaryconditionthat must be satisfiedis that
the flew must be parallel1c %he airfoil surface. Rdding
the contri_u%ienof the freestreamvelocityto the
velocity componentsinduced hy %he vortices, this
conditioncan he written:
/%
=/dY_ - tan
U_T_ k_/wing (5)
If we denote the right side of this equa%ien as BM and
dafine
= (YM-YON) .
aMN (XM_XON) _+(yM_YON) 2
and (6)
= (XM-XON)
bMN (XM_XON)_+(yM_YON)2
we can write Eguation _5) as,
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BI= bllrl+bl2r2+ ... +blKPK ,2_Uoo+allFl+al2r2+ ... f_alKFk
• (7)
BK= bKIrl+bK2r2+ ... +bKKFK
2_U_+aKIFI+aK2F2+ ... +aKKFK
This set of equationsis then molted for the needed values
of the yorick str_mg%h, F o
_he influence coefficients aMNand bMNare solved for
convenience at the midpoints of each panel. However, from
the geometry, only Z-I values of the coeffici_.nts can _e
calculated unless the polygon is closed. The trailing edge
point is then given two indices, I=-Iand B=K. _hen the
syste• is determinant and can te easil_ solved.
Zo satisfy the Eutta condition at the trailing edge,
Smetana chose
rI = r K (8)
which still satisfies the reguiresent that the circulation
at %he trailing edge is zero. Since the trailing edge was
denoted by the indices _=I and _=K, the net vortex
strength at the trailing edge is rz+rK =0. Thus _quation
{7} cortains K-I distinct values of rN and Z-I values of BM
and is therefore solvable.
Lastly, in order to obtain surface pressures, Smetana
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usesthe eguation:
P = Poo - I p ( _2 +_2 +2_Uoo) (9)
which is derived from the Eernoulli equation:
PT = PS + i 0_2 (i0)
where u is the total fluid velocityand is calculated
using the vector magnitudeformula:
u = /(u_+a)_+:_ (::)
Eppler
_be Eppler program is very similar in constructionto
the Smetana code in that both utilize vorticesto _rovide
circulationand both satisfy the same flow tangency
boundary condition.However,the Epplercode satisfiesit
on the actual input geometry _oints. also, rather than
applying a point icrtex, E_pler distributesthe vortices
paraholicallyalong each airfoil panel. _he geometryof
%he panels is de%erminedb_ a cubic spline fit of %he
input coordinates._he vortexstrengthsa% the end_oints
of each panel are solved for in the same manner as
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Smetana.
the vorticity distributiom between the panel enapoiats
is obtained from tSe equation:
r(_) = ! - Yp
where £ is the length of %he panel,_ is the local panel
abscissa,and 7p is a parabolic vorticityfactor. T_is
factor is calculated using the vortex strengthsat the
endpointsof the two surroundingpanels° Imtegrationof
the vortex distributionis them required to evaluate the
velocitycontributionsof each pamel.
_he Kutta conditionis satisfiedas in the Smetana
program. _he requirementagain is equal velocitieson both
sides cf the trailing edge and zero normal velocity with
respect to the trailingedge _isector angle. _hus, enough
circulationis generatedthat the trailing edge becomes
the rear stagnationpoint.
Dvorak
_he airfoil contour is again represented by an
inscribed polygon. However aacb pair of adjacent panels
has a triangular distribution cf vorticity across i1. _he
airfoil is thus iodelled by a series of overlapping
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triangularvortex distributions._t the leadingedge of
the airfoil,the strengthcf the upper and lower surface
vorticesare set equal to insure smooth flow.
•he Kutta ccnditionis satisfiedby setting the
strengthsof the vorticeson the trailingedge panels
equal to zero. However, doing this reduces the systemcf
equationsto be solved to N equations with N-I unknowns.
An additionalunknown is added by applyinga constant
source distributionon the inside cf the airfoil surface.
It should he pointed out that like the vortex strengthof
the trailingedge _cint used by Smetanaand Eppler, this
unknown source Etrength is always very nearly zero for
airfoils with closed trailing_dges.
Bristow
_he Bristow code is similar in design to Sme%ana and
Eppler, however the singularitiesused¢n each panel are
linear source and vortex distributionsassociatedwith the
classicalthird identit_of Green. One of the particular
advantagesof this method is believedto he its high
numericalstability when used in the design mode of
operaticn.
_he vortex distributiongeneratedis linearon each
panel and the source distributioncan be either piecewise
15
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constant or linear. This choice hoNever shows little
effect on the results attained. 2_e source strength at
panel midpoints,o i , is found simply from the following
equation:
oi = VNip + U sin (8i- e) (13)
where VNip is th_ prescribed normal velocity at the panel
midpoints and 8i is the local slope. @ith the prescribed
source strength evaluated, it is left only to determine
the total potential at a panel midpoint induced by the
simultaneous action of the vortex and source
distritutions.
2he Uristov code has a snigue feature. It can perform
mixed analysis-design problems. 2he user inputs fixed
geometry regions and the desired surface velocities in the
design region. 2he program iamediat_ly satisfies surface
continuity by stretching the input starting geometry in
t_e design region. 2hen an analysis o_ly solution is
obtained from the combined source-vortex singularity
scheme. 2he geometry of the 4esign region is then _odified
using a first order inverse method 1o minimize the
difference between calculated and input values of
tangential and normal v_locities. _his process is repeated
until the convergence criteria, is met.
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Laminar SeparationEubhles
One cannot deal Nith glaze ice accretionssolelyusing
potentialflow methods. _his is due 1o the presenceof a
laminar separation_ubble which forms behind the glaze ice
horn. _hort laminar separationbukbles have very little
effect on %he integrated aerodynamic loads and most
computer analysis programs assume that the butbla simply
represents a transition point from laminar to turbulent
boundary layers. Ho,ever, laminar bubbles of the t_e seen
with ice accretions are sufficiently large that their
effect cannot te neglected.
Most of the work done on laminar separation bubbles
has been of an experimental nature. _his is due to the
difficulty in analyzing the interaction _etween the viscid
and inviscid flo, in the reverse flow region inside the
bubble. In addition, evaluation of the transition point
from laminar to turbulent flow in the free shear la_er
becomes more complicated.
A diagram of a typical flow pattern observed with a
separation bubble is shown in _igure 3. Zhe laminar
boundary layer first separates from the surface yielding
the region of reverse flow. Zransitionto turbulentflow
occurs in the separatedshear layer shortly before
17
reattachment. _he region is divided b7 the streamline
which separates from the surface and reattacbes
#
downstream, the area below the separation streamline is
known as the recirculaticn region or separation bubble°
Most of the examinations into the protlem of laminar
separation _ubbles have used the classical boundary la_er
assumption t_at
_P = 0 (14)
_Y
From Schlichting [18] however, it is noted that this term
is cf the order cf the boundary la_er thickness. For most
cases, this would be a valid assumption° 8owever, the
bubble behind a glaze ice accretic_ is much thicker than
normal boundar_ layers anti therefore the apsumr%iom that
this term can te neglected may not be valid. In Chapter 5,
the order of magnitude of this term is investigated.
In an effort to analyze these separation bubbles using
potential flow schemes, the assumption that the pressure
gradient term is negligible will te considered valid.
Pressures measured experim_ntally at the airfoil surface
will tE input to the 8ristow cede in the design mode. _he
corresponding calculated bubble shape will then be
compared with the flow visualization results.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Very little experimental data has been available on
the performance degradation of airfoil sections resulting
from ice accretions. To help alleviate this, a two-year
test program was conducted in the NaSA Lewis 6' • 9' Icing
Research Tunnel(IRT-Figure 4). Its primary objectives
were:
I). To examine a method of simulating ice accretions
with wood shapes which were instrumented with surface
pressure taps to obtain aerodynamic data.
2). To study and documentthe comple• flowfieldin the
region cf %he ice shape through pressure
distributionsand flow visualizationtechniques.
3). To expand the current databaseof performancedata
on airfoils under icing conditions[_,19].
_he first tunnel entry in 1981 was an actual ice
accretionstudy. Glaze and Rime ice shapes were grown on a
1.36 m chord NAC^ 63A_15model. _he resulting section drag
coefficientswere measuredusing a wake survey probe. Two
flight regimes were examined during the test; I) cruise,
with high velocity and low angle of attack, and 2) climb,
with low velocity and high angle of attack. The
temperaturein the tunnel was set to -q degrees C to
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generate glaze ice shapes and -26 degrees C for rime
shapes.
_wo me%hods are availablefor recordingthe ice
accretiongeometry. For short icing times, a small
section of ice is scraped away near the leadingedge of
the model. A template is then inserted into the gap and a
tracing can Be made. For longer periods of accretion,a
sac%ion of the ice is removed by sprayingsteam insidethe
model near %he leading edge. It is then dipped into a
containerof molten beeswax. After hardening,the water is
removed,the plaster is poured inside and casts are then
availablefor more detailedtracings[13].
From the shapes generatedduring this tunnel entry, 2
rime and 2 glaze shapes were chosen to representtypical
climb and cruise conditions. These shapes were then
modelled for the secondtunnel _ntry. Table I gives a
summary of the pertinenttest parameterswhich generated
the chosen shapes.
_ABEE 1
Ice GenerationTest Paraseters
TTPE T a U_ d LWC t Pice
m
RIME -26 2.6 51 15 1.5 15 0.q21
BIME -26 6.6 40 15 1.5 15 0.534
GLAZE -4 2.6 51 15 1.5 15
GLAZE -4 6.6 40 20 2.9 15
is
A fifth shape, denoted Generic Glaze was derived from
the work of Ingelman-Sundberg[12]. This shape was chosen
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because it readily scales down tca 6" chord model.
Comparison testing of this shape will be performed in the
Ohio State _ransonic Wind Tunnel _acility.
The simulated ice shapes were formed from mahogany and
extended full span. In order to o_tain surface pressures,
%he inside of each shape was hollowed out %0 allow
clearance for the I/8" ID tubing required for tapping
(Figures 5-7).
In order to obtain pressures cn the airfoil itself,
I/8" OD strip- a-tubs was attached %0 the surface. In
order %o simulate the natural roughness of ice accretions,
aluminum oxide grit with a k/c=.00058 was attached using
an acrylic spray adhesive to the glaze shapes, while a
grit with a k/c=.0012 was added %0 the rime shapes.
Data acquisition and r_duction was accomplished using
the OSD Digital Data Acquisition and Neduction System
(DDABS) [20]. The hear% of %he system (illustrated in
Figure 8) is a DEC Eel-t1 microcomputer. System input and
output is through a standard teletype terminal, and the
mass storage device is a single-head dual-drive floppy
disc. Signals from the various pressure transducers and
the wake probe slidewire enter the analog front-end, which
m
conditions the signal and con,errs it into digital format
for direct input to the microcomputer.
A Scanivalve transducer system was used to provide
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surfac@ pressureson the model and a twin-headwake survey
probe, with wake total and static ports, was used %0
sample pressuresin the wake. Drag data were then obtained
using the wake momentum deficit technique.Figure 9 shows
a schematicof the data acquisitionsystem se£-up.
One of the key features of the OSU DDARS is on-line
data reduction.The system operator is given quick-lookCp
distributionsas well as integratedvalues of C£, Cm, and
Cd. _he engineer can %hen evaluate the progressof the
test and maximizetunnel usage time.
Final data reductionwas performedcn the OSU Harris/6
Computer System. Hard-copyplots of the Cp distributions
for each configurationwere generatedand integrated
values of lift, moment, and drag coefficientwere
obtained.
In order to visualizethe flow in %he region of the
ice shape, a splitter plate arrangementwas used. The
plate could be insertedinto place betveen the upper and
lower halves of the simulated ice shape (Figure I0).
Droplets of oil-basedpaint were applied and the tunnel
broughf from idle up to the requiredtest speed. _f%er no
further movement of the droplets was observed,the tunnel
was brought to idle and photographswere taken of the flow
patterns(Figures11-13).The separatedstreamline
coordinateswere digitizedfrom these photographsfor use
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in the mixed analysis/design study.
Five configurations were run during the %we year
program, including deflecting the flap from 0-30 degrees.
" Of importance to this report were results obtained on:
I). Glaze 3
2). Glaze 7
3). Generic Glaze
The Cp distributions and integrated lift coefficients
provided the necessary database for the analysis effort
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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_. BESU£TS ABD DI_CO_SION
lwc approaches to evaluating the perfcrmance of a
glaze ice shape were used in this study. Ecth relied upon
the database generated in the lewis Icing _unnel on the
simulated ice shapes. _be first scheme was tc examine
current airfoil analysis codes and compare the predicted
inviscid pressure distriEution to the experimental result.
The second approach utilized the Eristow inviscid design
and analysisprogramin an attempt%0 predictt_e sha_eof
the separated zcne behind the glaze ice horn. _ogether
with this effort equivalent _cdy concepts were
investigated.
Analysis of Current Potential Flow Schemes
As a first attempt at analyzirg glaze ice accretions,
an investigation cf current airfoil analysis programs was
performed.Computerprograms utilizedin this phase were
Smstana, Eppler, Dvorak, Eristcw, and Zheodcrsen.
_o initiallyevaluate these programs,sample cases
were run on the clean 63A415airfcil and ccmpared to
experimentalresults obtained in the Lewis Icing Tunnel. A
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representativecomparisonis show_ in Figure 14. This
particulardistributionis at U=2o6° and was obtained from
the Bristow code, _ut %he results cf all the programs
studied were nearly idemtical.Good agreementwith
experimentwas seem.
An interestingobservationcan be made about the
various panellingmethods describedin Chapter 3 of this
text° @hroughoutthis phase of the study, very little
differencewas seen among the _r_ssuredistributions
generatedby the _ppler and Bristcw programs.However,Cp
distributionsfrom the Eppleranalysis do show a higher
degree of sensitivityto %he coordinates._his can he seen
in the higher frequencyand magnitudeof pressurespikes,
particularlyin the leadingedge region. @his is primarily
due to the means EX which Eppler cubic splines the input
coordinatesto define the panels. Smoothingcf all ice
shapes was a necessity for input tc this program.
_he first ice shape tc be examined,the Glaze 7 case,
was a logical progressionfrom the clean airfoil. As seen
from Figure 6, this shape is men€tonicallyincreasingin
X. Figure 15 shows a resultingpressuredistributionfrom
the comparisonsmade. Predictionagain is very good at
this angle of attack, 4.6°. However,as the angle of
attack was increasedand the laminar separationbabble in
the region cf the ice shape horns grew, the potentialflow
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results were not very good. 7his is understandablein
light cf the highly viscous nature of the separation
bubble.
_hree of %he studied ccmputer programshad boundary
layer routines;Dvorak, _ppler, and Smetana. So,ever none
had the capabilityto predict the £eparaticnbubble
geometry and flow properties.Hhen laminar separationwas
predicted,the bubble was assumed to he small enough tc be
considerednegligible._hus re-attachmentwas predictedat
the same location as separation._he flew was then
consideredturbulentfrom this point on. However,due to
the large adverse gradient in this.areathe turbulent
boundary layer routines soon predict separationalso. It
should be noted that the laminar separationpoint
predictedby Dvorak compared very w_ll with %he observed
flow visualizationseparation_cint.
_icw visualizationtechniqueshowever reveal the true
size of the separationhuhhle (Pigures11-13). Euhhle
lengths of I0_ chord were observed at moderate angles cf
attack. _his definitelyshows that the assumptionsmade by
these computer programs,even though valid for most cases,
break down when a_plied 10 the flow in the region of the
ice growth.
_he Glaze 3 and Generic Glaze shapes, due to the fact
that they are no% monotonicallyincreasingin X, proved to
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be much more difficult %o analyze. _he SKetana program
simply would not run on a douhle-_alued shape a_d the
_heodorsen conformal mapping method (Figure 16) could not
successfully map the iced airfoil to the circle plane.
Another difficulty arose at this time with the Dvorak
program. Figures 17-1g show the panel geometry produced by
the Eristow, Dvorak, and Eppler codes respectively, for
the Glaze 3 case. _hile Bristcw and Eppler modelled the
large change in slope ,ery _ell (Eristow does not
redistribute %he coordinates) , Evorak's method poorly
approximated the geometry. Figure 18 shows a panelling
attempt by Dvorak for the Glaze 3 shape. _h_ lower born
was not retained in %he panelled configuration. _his
inability to correctly represent the input geometry was
seen throughout the analysis of the Glaze 3 and Generic
Glaze _hapes.
Figures 20-_2 show the comparisons between theory and
experiment for t_e Glaze 3 ice shape at a low angle of
attack° Reasonable accuracy is obtained for this case.
However, when the angle of attack was increased, results
degraded guickl_o Figures 23-25 show the Generic Glaze
shape at a moderate angle of attack, 5.6°. As the angle of
attack of the airfoil with ice is increased, the viscous
effects become guickly .uch more important than for clean
airfoils at a similar angle.
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Figure 23 shows the difficultyassociated with trying
to treat a viscous flow prohlew with an inviscida_proach.
The large pressure spik_, observedwith all ice shapes,
occurs at the tip of the horn as the flow attemptsto
negotiatethe large chaDge in surface slope at this point.
None of the programsexamined could predict the observed
constant pressure zone associatedwith %he laminar
separation humble.
Even though comparisons_etween theor_ and experiment
made at low angles of attack were good, who, moderate
angles are evaluated%_E viscouseffects associatedwith
th_ ice shape need to be considered._ahle 2 shows this
ver_ clearly. I1 should be noted %hat the theory row
correspondsto an averagingcf %he results from 8ristcw,
Dvorak, and Eppler for %ha% angle of attack (Smetana was
included for the Glaze 7 cases). _igure 26 shows a summary
of the characteristicsof the airfoil analysis methods
investigated.The next step in the analysis then was %_
examine the shape and length cf the laminar hu_le.
_ABLE 2
Lift Coefficient_redictionwith Ice
G£AZE 3
-2.4 3.6 5.6 9.6
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Theory 0.10 0.84 1.09 1.57
Experiment 0.08 0.75 1.01 I.18
GL_ZE 7
e -3.4 2.6 _.6 E.6
_heory -0.03 0.72 0.96 1.45
Experiment-0.03 0.70 0.90 1.30
GEBEBIC GLA2_
-2.4 -0.q 1.6 3.6 5.6
Theory 0.10 0.35 0.60 0.85 1.10
Experiment 0.10 0.32 0.54 0.72 0.8q
MixedInal_sis/_esignMethod
The Bristow program _as the unique option of
performing mixed analysis and design pzcPlems. _his
feature was utilized in an effcrt to predict the shape of
the laminar separation zone.
The input to the Bristcw mixed analysis/design cption
involved holding the gecmet£y fixed at the tips of the ice
horn (I panel was fixed on each hcr_). In addition,
tangential and normal velocities in the design region were
required. All normal velocity coapcnents _ere set tc zero.
The tangential component was then calculated from the
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experimental pressurecoefficients and Eernoulli's
Equation.
Since quantitativeflow visualizationdata was only
availaElefor comparisonfor the upper surface,the
geometry of the bubble in this region was studied
primarily.However,conclusionsdrawn here should apply in
the lower surface separatedzone and the rGgion between
the two ice horns. _rom the photographsof the splitter
plate arrangement(Figures11-13),digitized coordinates
for these regions were obtained for comparisonto %heor].
One final parameterneeded %c ks examined before
predictioncf the huhhle gecme%rycould he made. T_is
parameter,the reattachmentpoint, is the position on the
airfoil up to which velocitiesare specifiedand beyond
which geometry is fixed.Figure 27 shows the predicted
geometry of a separationbubble on the Glaze 3 shape. _he
reattachmentpoint was varied from In.04 to X=.80 . _he
shape of the bubble convergodto the solid line in this
figure. Moving this point furtherback cn the airfoil
surface did not alter t_e shape of the _ubhle. _herefore,
for the cases examined here rear _csiticn cf the design
region was set tc X=.20 .
Figure 28 shows a comparison_etween predictedand
experimentalshapes of %he separationbubble. Reasonable
agreement is seen at this low angle of attack. However,as
3O
the angle of attack was increased, the predicted shape
tended to he longer and thicker than the observed one.
Figure 29 shows a comparison run cn the Glaze 3 shape at
5.6 ° . Experimentally, the reattachment point was
otserved to be at Z=.05 . Theoretically however, it was
found to be at I=.175 .
_here are a number of reasons for these 4iscrepancies.
First, with a splitter plate technique cf this kind, the
line t_at is visualized is actually a little ateve the
zero velocity line (Figure 3), not the separated
streamline, _his would agree with the observation that the
splitter plate shape lies within the bounds of the
theoreticalprediction.
A second, and far more importantdifficult_was
discovered _hile studying the flow visualization
photographs. In Figure 11, the streamlines are observed to
converge, indicative of a flow no longer 2-D in nature.
test programwas performedin the CSU SubsonicWindTunnel
to determine the nature of this problem [21].
A G^W-I airfoil was outfittedwith a splitter plate
and a simulated glaze ice shapE. _he airfoil was run
through a series cf angles of attack, first with the
splitter plate leadingedge protrudingout i_to th_
stream, and secon6 with this portion of the plate removed.
The results of this study show that with the larger
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splitter plate, the boundary layer separatesoff the plate
and induces vortices due to the impressedadverse pressure
gradient from the ice shape° _hese vorticestraveled
downstream,affectingthe 2-D nature of the flow near the
splitter plate. Ouantitativemeasurementsshoweda change
in £e-attachEentpoint cf 5_ sam _ossible £etweEn the two
plates. This value however cannot he directly applied to
the results on the 63Aq15 airfoil in the I_T. Bather, the
reader should use this informationqualitativelywhen
applying it to Figures 28-29. _he importantpoint is that
the large splitter plate moved the reattacbmentpoint
forward on the airfoil surface. Keepingthis factor in
mind the predictionof the separatedzone in Pigures 28
and 29 appear tc _e better than first thought.
A third difficulty with this %_pe of mixed-mode
analysis and design comes from %he assumptionthat the
pressulegradient through the boundary layer is
negligible._his assumptionis a key element of the design
process but may not be a valid cne for %_e thick
separationzones associatedwith glaze ice.
Lastly, comparisonwith flow visualizationis not
possible in the region between the glaze horns due to the
reasons just men%io_ed.However, _igure 30 shows the
predictedgeometry using this method for the Glaze 3 shape
at e=5.6°.•
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Equivalent Eody ap_roach
_he last phase of this study looked at the equivalent
body approach in which _ressures were calculated on the
input cbservedseparatedstreamline._igures 31-33 show
the _ressuredistributicDin the separatedzone for the
o
Glaze 3 airfoil at _=5.6 . _espectivel_these results are
from t_e Bristow, Dvorak, and _pplercodes. The dashed
lines representan inviscidsolutionobtained from the
physicalairfoil geometryonly. The solid lines are the
improvementobtainedwhen the coordinatesof the separated
streamlinefrom the flo_ wisualizaticnare input. _he
improvementdoes not appear very significantfor this case
but that is primarily due to the position and extent of
the bubble. It should be noted that the coordinatesof the
separatedstreamlinewere not smoothed before input. Rs a
result, a large pressure gradientis o_tained where the
separatedstreamlinerejoins the airfoil surface {_igure
29).
_igures 3q-35 show another comparisonwith a thicker
and longer separaticn bubble. _itb this case, a vast
improvementis oktainedbetween the inviscid prediction
based on the actual geometry and that based on the
separatedstreamline.Particularnotice should be taken of
the comparisonin the area cf the separated zone behind
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the ic_ shap_ born. Lastly, a test was _erforeedof the
design method of the Bristce code using these conditions.
The _ressuredistributioncalculatedhy Eristow for the
separatedstreamline,Piqure 3q, was re-input as a aesign
region. The geometrypredictedfrom this distributionis
sbo.nin Figure 3£ along with the original separated
streamline geometry. Excellent agreement is obtained and
substantiatesthe use cf the Brist¢. program for these
a_plications.
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VI. 5UMMABY ANE CO_CIUSIONS
An experimental program was conducted to exFand the
current data_as_ of performance data on airfoils with
glaze ice. Simulated ice shapes were developed tamed on
actual ice growth cn the _ACA 63A415 airfoil in the NASA
Lewis Icing ResEarch lurnel. _bese shapes were taFped so
pressure distritutions could be chtained. In addition,
flow visualization photographs were taken cf a splitter
plat_ arrangement in the region around the ice shape.
Extensive comparisons were ru_ using current airfoil
analysis programs such as E_pler and Smetana in an _ffort
to predict the presEure distritution and separation zone
geometry of thes_ ice shapes, also, com;arisons were made
using the Bristcw nixed Analysis/resign Program between
the separated streamline gecme%ry obtained from the flow
visualization and the predicted geometry desigred from
input values of velocity. _he following conclusions can be
made from tee study descriked here:
I. Most Fanelling methods can predict the _ressurE
distribution of an airfoil with ice, rut only at a low
argle of attack, ghen the angle is increased to
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moderate levels, the method breaks down because of the
large separationbubblecreated and its viscous
na%ure.
#
_. Panelling methods that do have boundary layer
to,tines treat the laminar burble as a transitic_
point from laminar to turtul_mt flow. _his transition
is considered to occur in a negligitle distance.
3. lhe classical assumption that the _ressure gradient
through the boundary layer is negligib]_ appears tc
hold even frr the thick separation zones associated
with glaze ic_ accretions. _easonable predictions of
the bubble length and shape were ob%ain_d from this
assumption.
4. Improved results are o_tained from the theory when
an equivalent body approach is applied. The
coordinates of the separated streamline are input
rather than the physical geometry of the airfoil
surface.
It is recommended that before an attempt is made tc
develo_ a numerical approach tc anal_ze glaze ice
accretions, the _ollowirg steps are taken:
I. Obtain more detailed pressure distributions in the
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separated zcn_ behind the ice horns and between them.
_be more detailed the surface pressure distribution
is, the better the results the mixed analysis and
design program yields.
2. Obtain pressures vertically through the separated
zone. Also, at the same time measure the velocity
profile in this region, lastly, a determination should
he made cf the transition point from laminar to
turbulent flo. in the shear la_er.
3. Repeat the splitter plate flow visualization
experiments _ith a smaller plate so as not to ruin the
2-_ nature of the flow. Zhis will give a tatter idea
_here the reattachment pcint is.
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USE_I5 GUIBE _0 _HE E_ISIO_ CO_E
_his chapter is intendedas a user's guide for %he
Bristo, program. _c modes of operation are possiblewith
this programs I) Analysisonly and 2) Sixed Analysis and
Design. _h_re applicablethe dlfferencesin input
parametersbetween these modes will he pointed out.
CARD 1 COLg_S 1-72 A_ITLE
Enter case title on this card.
CARD 2 COLDSNS 1-10 ISAWE
Set ISAVE=O to indicate the start of a new set of
geometry
Se_ ISAVE=2 for input cf a neu aLPHA only. Submit
cards 1-2 only.
Set ISAVE=I it only retainin_ _ and _(Q) from
previous case. All other inputs can be changed.
Ontransforced {XE,18) coordinates are reused.
Set ISSUE=3 to repeat last case with new values of
AEPHA, CIRC_, and V_P distribution.Bc designcases
arm allowed. Cnl¥ submit cards 1, 2, 6, 8, and 11.
COLUMNS 11-20 A£P_A
_ngle of attack of x-axis with respect 10 frse stream
velocity
CARD 3 COLOM_S 1-10 _T
_umber of airfoil elements (Bormally set QT=lo If
ilap present set _=2, etc.)
CARD 4 COLUMNS 1-10 CHORD
B_ference length for moment and lift coefficient
integration I_ormally set=l)
CCLUMNS 11-20 CA_A1
REcommend set CA_PAI=o01 -Used in calculation c£
sharp ccrner control pcint
C_LU_S 21-30 C_rA2
Rscommend set C_r_A2=._2 . Osed in calculation of
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Kut%a conditioncontrol points
CCLUMN5 31-4G LIN_IG
Singularitychoices:
Set LI_SIG=0 foe constantsource distri_ut.ionon
panels.
Set LINSIG=I for VINP portion of source distribution
to be pieceuiseconstant and _NP portion to be
piece.ise linear.
Set LI_SIG-2 for linear source distribution on panels
(NO_E: LIN.©IG Choice has little effect on results.
Becommend set LINSIG=O cI 2.
COLUMNS qi-50 VI]_
Non-dimensional free stream velocity (_crmally set=l)
CCLUI'IN5 51-6C Vl_ 1_
Non-dimensional reference velocit_ used to calculate
pressure coefficients (_ormally VREF=VI_F|
CARD 5 ¢OLI]_N5 1-10 I_AX
Numberof iterationsin designmode (Set=0in
analysis mode). Suggest set=q for design mode. Most
cases converge in this number of iterations.
CCLOMNS 11-20 I_
CCLUMNS 21-30 r_LX
Becommendset _LX=I.0. _esignregiongeometr_is
relaxed by a factor of ET.Xever_ I_B iterations.
CGEUMMS 31-q0 I_HICE
Normally set=0. Allows no thickness increase if
design process results in negative thickness.
Execution _ill terminate i£ this occurs. Set=l and
thickness increase .ill be allowed inspire of
negative thickness occurring.
The following cards should he input for each of the
elements (G=l, _=2, ..., G=_T)
CABD 6 COLUMNS 1-10
Number of coordinates defining element G
CCLUBN5 11-20 P_
Number o£ _oundary conditions in element G (PT =
Number of analysis regiouE . number of design
regions)
COLUMNS 21-30 KU'T'TA
Normally set=5. Set=I to input desired circulation
normalized ty perimeter of this element. Set=2 to
input circulation (not normalized ty perimeter).
Set=3 if Zutta condition is zero velocity normal to
trailing edge Lisector. 5et=q to determine
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circulationfrominputtangentialvelocities.Set=5
for same conditionas 3 but higher order
extrapolationfor trailingedge bisector is used (4
panels- 2 upper surface, 2 lo.er surface)
CGLOMHS 31-qO CIBC_
Input circulation cf this element. Set=0 for KU_TA>2
CGLUMBS 41-_0 DX'_
COLUMNS 51-60 DYI_
_railing edge opening. Ignored if trailing edge
regions are £TIPE=0 (EXf_ = I N- l 1) (DITE = Y N-
Y1)
CARD 7 COLUMNS 1-10 AG
CCLUMNS 11-20 BG
CCLUMNS 21-30 ALFG
CCLOMN5 31-q0 SCI,G
Normally set AQ=0, BG=0, ALE_=I, and SCLG=I. _hese
aze transformationparameterswhich are applied to
input coordinates (XE,YE)to produce a new series of
coordinatesfor use in the program. _bis allo.s
translation,rotation,and stretchingof the input
coordinates. _he transforAatlon applied is:
X=AG+SCT._*[xE,cos (_t_g)-_,sl]! (aL_g)]
¥=BQ.SC_Q$[ (B*COS (A£FQ)+XE$SI_ (AEPG) ]
CCLUMNS ql-50 ICLK
Set=0 for internal flo, (counter-clockNise coordinate
input). Set=l for _xternal flow (clockwise coordinate
in 1_u't:).
The following cards are input for each of the regions P=I,
P=2, ..., P=_T of element G-
CARD 8 COLUMNS 1-10 NFAB
Number o£ panels in this _oundary condition region
CCLUMNS 11-20 ISHP
5et=O if first point in the region is not a shar_
corner _oint
Set=l if first point in the region is a sharp corner
point (NOTE: a sharp corner point is defined as a
point cf slope discontinuity)
CCLUMNS 21-30 P_£
Set=O if analysis region aitb no translation
S_t=1 i1 analysis region with translation allo_ed
Set=2 if design region _ith first coordinate fixed
and previous boundary condition _as a design region
4O
Set=3 if design region with first coordinate free or
previousboundaryconditionregionwas analysis.itb
no translation
CCLU_S 31-40 PDSF
Normallyset=O- Set=1 for this region to undergosame
relative length change as previousregion. (BC_£:_his
region must he P_TFE=3 and previous region must hE
P_Y_E22)
CCLURNS 41-50 IVRP
Set=0 if norzal velocitiesare prescribedin this
region
Set=1 if normal velocities are all to _e set to zero.
_his is normally the case.
CCZO_NS 51-60 U
Normallyset=.001. If large number is input length
variationis suppressed.
CARD 9 COLUMNS 1-10 XP
CCLU_NS 11-20 _P
Coordinates of first point in this _oundary condition
region.Ignoredif _ZPE#_.
CCKU_N5 21-30 XB_
COLUMNS 31-q0 YaH
If this is a design region and is follcmed by an
analysis region, these cocrdlnates are consideredto
be the last point in this region.
CARD 10 COLO_HS 1-10 VNP of Fanel 1
0
CCLO_NS 51-60 V_P of Fanel N_B
Omit this card if IVBP=I. Otherwise enter panel
midpoint ncrzal velocities.
CCLUMNS 61-70 NRD
Humber of .alues of VHP on this card. Omit if 6
valuescf VR_ are on thiscardor it is the lastcard
fcr this region.
NEX_ CARD SERIES
CCLUMN5 1-10 VTP of Panel I
CGLU_NS 51-_0 V_P of Panel _A_
omit this ca[d if analysis region. Other wi_e enter
panel midpoint tangential velocities.
CCLU_NS 61-70 NRD
Same as NRE cf card 10.
NEX_ CAnD SERIES
CCLUNNS 1-10 V_EF of Panel 1
e
CCLOBHS 51-60 VIE_ of Panel MESH
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Omit this card if analysisregion. Otherwiseenter
panelandpoin% tangentialvelocities.
CCLUMNS 61-70 NBD
Same as NBE cf ca£_ 10
Input the next series of cards for element G=l, G=2,
..., G=Q_. Cmit these cards if IS_=O-
NEXT CABD SEBIES
CCLO_NS 1-10 XB Of point I on this element
Q •
@
CCLU_NS 51160 XE cf point _ on this element
X-coordinatesof airfoil geometry.If externalflow,
input should he clockwise.If internal flow input is
counter-clockwise.
C_IUSNS 61-70 RBD
Same as NBD of card 10
NEX_ CABD SERIES
COLUMNS 1-10 YB of point I on this Element
COLUMNS 51160 YE of point N on %his element
I-coordinatesof airfoil gecmetrT.If external flow,
input should _e clockwise.If internal flow input is
counter-clockwise.
CCLUBNS 61-70 BBD
Same as BRD of card 10
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FIGURE i0. SPLITIE_RPLATE ON 63A415 AIRFOIL
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iFIGURE Ig. TIIEODORSEN TRANSFORMATION OF 63A415
AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 18. DVORAK PANELLING SCHEME FOR
GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 19. EPPLER PANELLING SCHEME FOR
GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 20. COMPARISONBETWEEN EXPERIMENTAND THEORY
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 23. CO_-[PARISONBEIJ.4EENXPERIMENTAND THEORY
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GENERIC GLAZE ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 24. COMPARISON BET_CEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GENERIC GLAZE ICE SHAPE
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CODE POTENTIAL SOLUTION RUN TIME COMMENTS
EPPLER MIXED PANEL METHOD 2 MIN. EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO
PARABOLIC VORTICITY GEOMETRY
REQUIRES ICE SHAPE
SMOOTHING
SPLINE FITS TO FORM
PANELS, METHOD
C_MAX
SMETANA PANEL METHOD 2 MIN. X MONOTONICALLY
CONSTANT VORTICITY INCREASING
DVORAK PANEL METHOD 2 MIN. REDISTRIBUTES AIRFOIL
LINEAR VORTICITY COORDINATES
POOR ICE SHAPE MODELLING
C_MAX METHOD
BRISTOW PANEL METHOD 5 MIN. RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE
SOURCE AND VORTICITY TO ICE GEOMETRY
MULTI-ELEMENT MODE
DESIGN WITH MIXED BC
WOAN THEODORSEN i MIN. SENSITIVE TO GEOMETRY
CONFORMAL MAPPING
FIGURE 26. FLOWFIELD PREDICTION METHODS SUMMARY
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FIGURE 27. SEPARATION ZONE PREDICTION FROM MEASURED Cp's FOR THE
63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE AND VARYING REATTACHMENT POINT
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FIGURE 28. SEPARATION ZONE PREDICTION FROM MEASURED Cp's
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GENERIC GLAZE ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 29. SEPARATION ZONE PREDICTION FROM MEASURED Cp's
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 30. PREDICTION OF REGION BETWEEN GLAZE ICE HORNS FROM MEASURED Cp's
FOR THE 63A415 AIRFOIL WITH GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 32. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN SEPARATED ZONE
BEHIND UPPER SURFACE HORN OF GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 33. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN SEPARATED ZONE
BEHIND UPPER SURFACE HORN OF GLAZE 3 ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 34. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN SEPARATED ZONE
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FIGURE 35. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN SEPAP_TED ZONE
BEHIND UPPER SURFACE HORN OF GENERIC ICE SHAPE
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FIGURE 36. EVALUATION OF BRISTOW DESIGN METHOD
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